With the main goal of finding bulgeless galaxies harbouring super massive black holes and showing, at most, just residual star formation activity, we have selected a sample of massive bulgeless red sequence galaxies from the SDSS-DR7, based on the NYU-VAGC catalogue. Multivavelength data were retrieved using EURO-VO tools, and the objects are characterised in terms of degree of star formation and the presence of an AGN. We have found seven objects that are quenched massive galaxies, that have no prominent bulge and that show signs of extra activity in their nuclei, five of them being central in their halo. These objects are rather robust candidates for rare systems that, though devoid of a significant bulge, harbor a supermassive black hole with an activity level likely capable of having halted the star formation through feedback.
INTRODUCTION
In the currently most popular paradigm of galaxy formation and evolution, massive galaxies develop a significant bulge that harbours a supermassive black hole (SMBH; eg. Cattaneo et al. 2009 ). This central engine may exert a feedback -either by driving gas out of the galaxy (Kauffmann & Haehnelt 2000; Hopkins et al. 2006; Tremonti et al. 2007) or by preventing halo gas from cooling and feeding the disk (eg. Croton et al. 2006; Bower et al. 2006 ) -that quenches star formation and starts moving the galaxy towards the present-day well-defined red sequence. Semi-analytic models now include this effect (eg. Croton et al. 2006; Bower et al. 2006 , and references therein) to successfully minimise the excess of starforming galaxies populating the bright end of the luminosity function produced otherwise, and to reproduce the observed correlation between the masses of the bulges of AGN host galaxies and the SMBH they harbour (Gebhardt et al. 2000; Ferrarese & Merritt 2000) . One of the consequences of the above scenario is that bulgeless galaxies quenched via this mechanism are expected to be statistically rare objects and this was recently confirmed by Bell (2008) based on SDSS DR2 derived data. Interestingly enough, recent studies have been finding an increasing number of bulgeless galaxies harbouring AGNs, with black hole mass estimates ranging between MBH ∼ 10 3 and 10 7 M⊙ (Satyapal et al. 2007 (Satyapal et al. , 2008 (Satyapal et al. , 2009 does not seem to be a requirement for the presence of a SMBH. Is the latter capable of disrupting star formation among bulgeless host galaxies? Here we try to contribute for that discussion through a multi-wavelength study of a sample of red and bulgeless massive galaxies drawn from the SDSS dataset DR7
1 , compiled in a high quality catalogue: the New-York University Value Added Galaxy Catalogue (NYU-VAGC Blanton et al. 2005) 2 . We analyse the properties of the galaxies in our sample in terms of structure, star formation rate, AGN content and central versus satellite status, and discuss our findings in the context of AGN-quenched galaxy scenarios. We adopt H0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , Ωm = 0.3 and ΩΛ = 0.7.
SAMPLE SELECTION
Our investigation is based on the SDSS DR7 dataset, using the NYU-VAGC catalogue from Blanton et al. (2005) that gathers estimates for structural and photometric parameters for all galaxies of the SDSS having spectroscopic data. The objects were selected according to the following criteria:
• Redshift in the range 0.02 < z < 0.06; • Galaxy stellar mass M * > 10 10 M⊙, as this is the mass range where AGN feedback is expected to be the dominant mechanism affecting star formation (Bell 2008 ); Budavári et al. (2009) ; X-ray couterparts were not found in any of the ROSAT, Chandra or XMM catalogues (objects not observed or non-detected).
• Sérsic index n < 1.5 in the r-band, to select galaxies without a relevant bulge component;
• Colour index (g − r) typical of red galaxies: (g − r) > 0.57 + 0.0575log10(M * /10 8 M ⊙) (Bell 2008 );
• Inclination cut equivalent to i 60 o to avoid edge-on systems, prone to being reddened by dust extinction.
All magnitudes were k-corrected and de-reddened from Galactic foreground extinction (with the Schlegel et al. 1998 galactic maps), and were directly available at the NYU-VAGC. Stellar masses assume an initial mass function of Chabrier (2003) and are computed at the expense of a model mag (g-r) colour index and an r-band luminosity obtained from the respective absolute Petrosian magnitude as in Bell (2008) . The inclination was calculated using the adaptive second order moments determined for the galaxy's image light profile (see eg. Vincent & Ryden 2005) :
with me1 and me2 being the adaptive moments extracted from the r-band light profile (directly available in the NYU-VAGC), and setting qam to values > 0.5 (again, following Vincent & Ryden 2005) . All the objects were thoroughly checked visually and we conservatively eliminated all entries that presented any of the following characteristics: (i) resulted from obvious errors in the SDSS automatic detection procedure or obvious (automatic) miscalculated photometric or structural parameters; (ii) showed any hint of structure identifiable with either star-forming regions or dust lanes; (iii) belonged to interacting systems. We stress that this strict selection was adopted so as to eliminate any contaminant from the final sample; the goal is to find robust candidates of massive galaxies with no significant star formation that, though devoid of a significant bulge, may harbour an AGN that may be the responsible for the quenching of the star forming activity. At this stage, our sample comprises 43 objects, and is presented in Table 4 .
DATA MINING
Multiwavelength data was retrieved, using EURO-VO tools, from several available catalogues -see Table 1 . We adopted a proximity criterion to identify our objects in the various catalogues, where we assumed the NYU-VAGC coordinates and then applied a search radius to cross-match with other catalogues. Spectral line related quantities were directly obtained from the MPA-JHU DR7 release of spectral measurements 3 . All the retrieved flux measures have S/N> 3, are corrected for stellar absorption (following Tremonti et al. 2004 ) and for foreground (galactic) reddening (as in O'Donnell 1994). We note that SDSS spectra were obtained with fibers that only cover the central 3 arcseconds of a galaxy. Considering that our objects are relatively nearby (z<0.06), that region is equivalent to a maximum of ≈ 3.4 kpc, therefore the spectral information for our objects is local, not an average measure for the whole galaxy.
RED, BULGELESS AND ACTIVE?
Our main goal is to try to identify galaxies that overall have an old stellar population, no significant ongoing star formation, no prominent bulges, and show extra-activity in their centres (possibly capable of having dominated the quenching of the star formation). For that, we will next discuss the relevant quantities (redness, bulge significance, AGN content and degree of star formation) in terms of emission line diagnostics, colours and structure.
Diagnostic Diagrams
Diagnostic diagrams based on the emission line output are useful to try to understand the main origin of the photoionisation: stellar or AGN related. The objects were classified based on the following diagrams:
BPT diagrams (Baldwin et al. 1981 Figure 2 , that separates "standard" AGNs from LINER (eg. Kewley et al. 2006; Schawinski et al. 2007 ). Depending on their location in such diagrams, the objects are classified as: Starforming galaxies (SF), composite objects (tr* and TR) ie. objects that may have both AGN and star formation activity, LINER and Seyfert-type (see figures 1 and 2 for details). DEW diagnostic (Stasińska et al. 2006) . In a complementary approach, objects were classified as star-forming galaxies or AGN hosts according to their location in a diagram of the 4000Å break, Dn (4000) 4 , against the maximum of the equivalent widths of the [OII] or [NeIII] emission lines -see Figure 3 .
Among the initial 43 objects, a total of 25 have detectable (ie S/N>3) emission lines relevant for the diagnostic diagrams and were classified in the categories listed above; the remaining ones will be referred to as "unclassified objects" hereafter. Considering all Figures -1, 2 and 3 (see the captions for further details) -, we conclude that (1) the majority of the objects are composite ie. these are objects with relatively weak emission lines, and in which AGN-related photoionisation and stellar-related photoionisation might co-habit; (2) only a few objects -4 -are classified as pure star-forming galaxies; (3) in 2 objects there is a LINER nuclei and in 1 a Seyfert-like nucleus, indicating the presence of Kewley et al. (2001) , the dashed curve represents the empirical limit between star forming galaxies and the ones with AGN activity proposed by Kauffmann et al. (2003) . The galaxies between these curves can present simultaneously AGN and star formation activity: they are composite objects and henceforth labelled TR. That region can be enlarged if we consider the more conservative limit (dotted line) for pure star forming galaxies proposed by Stasińska et al. (2006) ; objects lying between this line and the Kauffmann et al. (2003) line are labelled tr*. The straight line represents the LINER/Seyfert separation limit proposed by Schawinski et al. (2007) . The black squares are, according to this diagram, the best candidates to Seyfert/LINER in our sample.
extra activity in their centres (see discussion in section 4.3). All final classifications resulting from BPT and DEW are given in table 4.
On the red nature of the colours
Attesting the robustness of our sample includes verifying the red nature of the galaxies -whether it is due to older stellar populations or rather related with dust extinction -since, despite the selection criteria, the sample does contain some star-forming objects according to the previous diagnostic diagrams. We investigate the origin of the red colours following Williams et al. In this diagram there are 16 of the 43 sample galaxies. The solid curve separates star forming galaxies from AGN, according to Kewley et al. (2001) . The straight line is the separation between Seyfert and LINER proposed by Kewley et al. (2006) . The black squares are the best candidates to Seyfert/LINER according to the diagram in Figure 1 .
sented in Figure 4 , where we applied the transformation equations given in Blanton & Roweis (2007) to convert from u and g to U and V, respectively; J was directly assessed from 2MASS. The objects are relatively concentrated at the interface between the star-forming region and the quiescent region and, consistently, SF objects only occupy the "star-forming region". The "quiescent region" of the diagram is populated by both LINER and Seyfert objects, plus some of the composite and unclassified objects -there are 17 objects in these conditions (we do not consider the 3 unclassified objects that lie on top of the line). We will henceforth consider this subsample of 17 objects as our best candidates of SFquenched, massive and bulgeless galaxies.
AGN candidates
Concerning the search for extra activity in the centre of these galaxies, and besides the optical emission line diagnostic discussed in section 4.1, the radio band offers one of the best complementary probes for inferring the possible presence of extra activity. A compact core radio morphology is a good indicator of the presence of an AGN, and this has been detected in very faint objects (eg. Nagar et al. 2005; Falcke et al. 2000) , whereas an extended radio morphology would rather argue in favour of a starburst. Among the group of 17 quiescent galaxies (from section 4.2), 6 objects show compact radio morphology in FIRST VLA maps (5 ′′ resolution): 4 are classified as composite, and 2 as LINER, ie, all have low ionization emission lines. The following discussion concerns those 6 radio emitters plus the Seyfert-like object. The nature of the low ionization emission lines is not a settled issue, and for example the recent work of Yan & Blanton (2012) argues that the photoionisation might be partially stellar in origin. In our case, the fact that the objects show compact radio morphology and were classified as quiescent in the optical-NIR colour plane argues for at least the coexistence of an AGN. Their compact radio morphology contrasts with the rather extended one that is observable for the SF galaxies of our sample, as illustrated in Figure 5 , where we present the r-band SDSS images with the FIRST VLA contours superimposed for 2 pairs of LINER and SF objects lying at similar redshifts for a direct comparison. We next further characterise these 7 candidate bulgeless, SFquiescent galaxies with an AGN.
Bulgeless nature
For this selected group of 7 objects we re-assessed their morphological structure by performing a detailed 2D analysis of their r-band images with GALFIT (Peng et al. 2010 ) using PSF convolution. A disk profile (Sérsic law with n=1) was assumed for all 7 objects, and the residuals, if existent, were modelled with an additional component (Sérsic law with free n). The results are presented in Figures 6, 7, and in Table 2 . All but 2 objects are well described by a single disk component; in those two cases, there could also be some sort of bulge-like structure where the corresponding Sérsic index is far below n=1.5.
To verify the robustness of the fits, we recovered K-band data from UKIDSS (Lawrence et al. 2007 ) for 3 of these 7 galaxies (those having these data available) and ran GALFIT on those images. The output parameters being totally consistent with the ones derived from the r-band SDSS images, gives us some confidence that the above overall results are robust, so we proceeded with the analyses provided using the r-band derived models.
The next step consisted in quantifying the excess light in the central part of each galaxy relatively to a single disk model -thus giving an upper limit for any putative bulge-like component. This was done in a manner that is consistent with Fisher & Drory (2010) , i.e. we (i) masked the central region of the galaxy in order to fit a disk model to its outer regions, (ii) extrapolated this fit to the masked inner part to obtain the contribution of the disk to the light in the "bulge" (or central) region, (iii) subtracted this contribution to the total light of the galaxy limited to the same central region, thus obtaining the light that is in excess (relatively to a single disk) in this central region. We then computed the ratio between this excess light to the total light of the galaxy results are given in Table  3 and confirm that 6 out of our 7 galaxies remain well described by a single exponential disk. For these 6, the excess (central) light remaining after subtraction of the disk always accounts from 2% to less than 5.3% of the total galaxy light, which is totally consistent with the results of eg. Simmons et al. (2013) . Again, we stress that this estimate is an upper limit to the light coming from a possibly existing bulge-like component, since at least part can come from any type of structure in the centre. We further note that in the 6 cases, only one galaxy (SDSS J075117.08+324425.1, the one with the highest percentage of light excess, 5.3%) accomodates an additional Sérsic model with low n (see Table 2 ). The 7th galaxy (SDSS J093159.95+512254.0) indeed seems to host central low surface brightness structure (Sérsic component with n=1.08 Table 2); residuals for this galaxy indicate 25% of light in excess relatively to a pure disk - Table 3 , so one can consider revising its classification from bulgeless into pseudo-bulge galaxy. There is, however, no sharp quantitative frontier between the two classesthat share the absence of a classical bulge and are clearly dominated by a disk (and are generally classified as bulgeless by other authors, eg. Sachdeva 2013) -, so we will retain all 7 objects for the following analysis.
Finally, and still considering the central light, as estimated (see table 2 ), displayed in the same scaling as the original image -residuals are always below 2% and we note that often, these do not solely come from a bulge but also from structure in general (eg. spiral arms) that we deliberately did not attempt to model; Right-the fitted 2D profile, where circles represent the data, full line the total fitted profile (separated in 2 components only in the case of 2 galaxies), for the following objects, from Top to Bottom: SDSS J075117.08+324425.1 (LINER), SDSS J080441.34+454715.6 (TR), SDSS J082919.82+061744.8 (tr*), SDSS J093159.95+512254.0 (LINER), SDSS J094208.40+094355.5 (Seyfert) Figure 7 . -as in Figure 6 for the following objects, from Top to Bottom: SDSS J140929.47+000837.2 (TR) and SDSS J103422.30+442349.1 (tr*)
above, if we wish to check how much of it is accounted for by a point-like source (putative AGN), then models indicate that this would contribute with no more than 1% to the total galaxy light (as expected, see eg. Drory & Fisher 2007; Phillips et al. 1996) .
Level of star formation
We can try to attest the significance of the ongoing SFR by looking at the NUV-r colour index (as a function of stellar mass), following Cortese (2012) , and by estimating a star formation rate. This author showed the importance of assessing the current star formation through indicators relying on data (eg. NUV, MIR) other than just in the optical waveband. Five among the 7 objects have NUV data from GALEX and their colours locate them in the green valley region (3.5 NUV-r 5), as likely expected for disk galaxies that no longer have significant ongoing star formation -we further note that composite AGN-hosting galaxies show such colours (eg. Martin et al. 2007 ). Consistently, their SFR -estimated using 22µm WISE data and equation (10) of Rieke et al. (2009) -are low even assuming, as an upper limit, that all the MIR/22µm flux is due to star formation: less than 1 M⊙/yr for 5 and marginally higher for the other 2 galaxies (1.8 and 2.2 M⊙/yr).
On the SF-quenching
As discussed in section 4.2, the objects were selected as quiescenttype according to their location in the Williams et al. colour-colour diagram. We verified that, consistently, their NUV-r colours place them in the green valley and they have no significant recent or ongoing star formation activity (see section 4.3). Could this quenching be the consequence of AGN-feedback? Croton et al. (2006 , see also Bower et al. 2006 ) introduced a type of AGN-feedback, the "radio mode feedback", that they argue is most efficient when the virial velocity of the halo v vir is > 100 kms −1 at z∼0 (see their Figure 7 ). To verify whether our galaxies could be accommodated, in a reasonable way, in a scenario of [mild] AGN feedback, we have made an estimate of their v vir , assuming M vir ∼ 10 M * and equation (2) of Croton et al. (2006) , and obtained values between 72 kms −1 and 96 kms −1 . These values are marginally compatible with efficient triggering of radio mode AGN feedback (Croton et al. 2006 ) so, given the adopted assumptions, we think that it is plausible that AGN activity, possibly even more significant in the past relatively to the ongoing measured level, may have affected the star formation efficiency. Just to have an indication, we have computed rough black hole mass limits for our bulgeless AGN candidates with Seyfert and LINER spectra as follows: we estimated an upper limit for the AGN luminosity by the [OIII] emission line luminosity and by considering the bolometric correction L bol /L [OIII] ∼ 600 (valid for LINER and Seyfert, Kauffmann & Heckman 2009 ). Then a black hole mass was calculated by assuming that the objects are radiating at the Eddington limit (which is an extreme case). Only two of the three objects have the required data -the estimates are presented in Table 4 and indicate small BH masses. Finally, we note that in satellite galaxies the star formation quenching may be dominated by mechanisms other than AGN-related (such as stripping of gas or other, see e.g. Cole et al. 2000) . Among our objects, only two are not central in their dark matter halos, SDSS J094208.40+094355.5 (the Seyfert) and SDSS J103422.30+442349.1 (a tr* object), according to the classification in the DR7 group catalogue (X. Yang, private communication). Whereas for the tr* object this could cast doubt on the AGN being the dominant feedback mechanism ruling the star formation quenching, the Seyfert galaxy, having definite signature of hosting an AGN, remains as a strong candidate for this scenario. We thus have a very small but rather robust set of galaxies in which, likely, a SMBH hosted by an insignificant or absent bulge may have played a major role in quenching their activity of forming stars.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we present the properties of a sample of red and bulgeless massive galaxies. Through a very conservative approach we selected 43 such galaxies from the NYU-VAGC catalogue issued for the SDSS DR7. The origin of the redness of their colours was Table 2 . Structural parameters issued from the 2-D Sérsic profile fits to the 7 objects presented in Figures 6 and 7: (1) effective radius, in arcsecs, of the disk model corresponding to a Sérsic law with n=1; for two galaxies a second component was needed and for it we present (2) the respective Sérsic index and (3) the effective radius, in arcsecs, of that second component. (4) gives the χ 2 /µ of the global fit. discussed in terms of the location of the objects in the UV-VJ diagram, and we identify a group located in the quoted quiescent zone, 17 objects in total. These represent the best candidates for red (as for star-forming quenched) and bulgeless massive galaxies. The majority show emission lines such that they are classified as composite, LINER and Seyfert. Six out of these 17 objects are radio emitters that show compact radio morphology in FIRST-VLA maps. Even if FIRST resolution does not permit to rule out the existence of a very central star-forming region in these objects, the fact is that their compact emission is very different from the extended radio emission shown by the SF objects of the sample lying at equivalent redshifts. We thus consider the 6 radio compact emitters plus the object classfied as Seyfert by BPT diagrams as our best AGN hosting candidates; their current SFRs, as estimated considering that their MIR/22µm flux is thermal and SF-related, are low as well. For this subsample of 7 galaxies we re-confirmed their bulgeless nature (or pseudo-bulge in one case) by performing a dedicated 2-D profile fitting. Crude black hole mass estimated limits for a couple of the objects indicate MBH<10 4.5 M⊙). In conclusion, following a very conservative approach, we identify 7 red bulgeless massive AGN-hosting candidates, 3 of them being classified by diagnostic diagrams as having LINER/Seyfert -type activity in their centre, the remaining 4 being composite objects, i.e. in which an AGN might co-exist. Different indicators point to all of them having low SFRs. AGN-feedback phenomena might be the main responsible for the SF-quenching in 5 of them. The remaining two are satellite galaxies, and for those other mechanisms might contribute as well to the SF-quenching. 
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